Save Lives, Time and Money with Fleet Telematics Solutions.

Key Features

- **Know where vehicles are instantly**
- **Receive aggressive driving reports & warnings**
- **Know if vehicles leave specific boundaries**
- **Recover stolen vehicles quickly**
- **Get vehicle diagnostics & maintenance reminders**

**Safer Drivers, Vehicles & Roads**

- Improve driving habits with reports and alerts on speeding and other aggressive behaviors.
- Ensure safer-operating vehicles with maintenance reminder alerts and vehicle diagnostics.
- Reduce risk from false claims with documentation on location and driving performance.

- **Minimize accidents up to 30%**
- **Reduce speeding up to 90%**
- **Lower seat belt violations up to 80%**

**Greater Control, Efficiency & Productivity**

- Ensure workers are on time by knowing where they are and when they arrive.
- Reduce personal errands by monitoring where they stop and how long each stop is.
- Do more with less with more-efficient resource deployment based on location and status.

- **Decrease overtime expenses up to 30%**
- **Increase productivity up to 20%**

**Less Cost, Abuse & Loss**

- **Cut fuel costs by reducing excessive idling, personal errands, and inefficient routing.**
- **Minimize wear, tear, and breakdowns by reducing aggressive driving and by improving routine maintenance.**
- **Reduce accidents and loss with better driving and closer monitoring of location and activity.**

- **Drop insurance costs up to 15%**
- **Lower vehicle wear up to 10%**
- **Decrease maintenance costs up to 20%**
- **Reduce idling up to 30%**

Find out how Sprint can develop a fleet telematics solution that’s tailored to your operations.

sprint.com/jumpstart 877-280-5604
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